
Business Intelligence and Analytics Models

Momentis’ Trenza BI provides insights into your business, from anywhere and at anytime.

The Business Intelligence (BI) tool transforms your data into visually pleasing and 
user-friendly dashboards to help you better analyze the trends in your business and stay on top 
of key insights from inventory to finance and everything in between. With the BI tool available 
across mobile and desktop devices, you can access your custom dashboards on any device, 
at any time, anywhere and turn your insights into actions!

From sales, inventory, accounts receivable, just about every department in your company will 
benefit from this easy to digest information. 

Pre-packaged analytics views with full featured charts and graphs include the following, but
you can also create and/or customize your own to suit your business’ needs:

Sales Scorecard: Analyze sales and sales forecast data across periods with extended drill downs 

Sales Analysis: Analyze sales this year compared to last year with extended drill downs 

Product Scorecard: Analyze product sales data across periods with extended drill downs 

Inventory Management: Analyze inventory position by division, brand, garment type, season, 
and warehouse using several different inventory calculations

Accounts Receivable: Analyze the aging of accounts receivable by customer type 
 
Shipping Projection: Analyze how actual shipping is trending against forecasted shipping for
 a given time 

Finance Dashboard: Analyze profit and loss at a given time 

Executive Dashboard: Provide a holistic view of the business with drill downs to each department



Business Intelligence and Analytics Models
Features and Benefits that you will enjoy the most:

Real-time reporting and insights

Gain instant access to a large
amount of data, presented on user-
friendly dashboards, at any time,
from any device, anywhere in the
world. 

Faster decision making

Visually pleasing and user-friendly
dashboards help to identify key data
and help to make informed
decisions, faster.

Increase your Sales

With Momentis' BI tool providing real-
time access to key drivers of success
like top styles, selling regions and
reps, you can adjust strategies and
tactics quickly to maximize revenues.

Smarter decision making

Use Momentis BI’s Q&A feature to
explore your data via natural
language queries to receive answers
in the form of charts and graphs.

Direct Access to Analytics Models

If you want to take your data insights to the next level and explore beyond the
preloaded views, you can connect directly to the analytics models using products such
as Excel. As part of the Momentis Analytics offering, your data is hosted in the cloud
with easily discoverable naming conventions allowing you to delve deeper into the
numbers to make informed and actionable business decisions. 


